DXS-LRP and DXS-LRW Long-Range Transmitters

Accessories for Linear Personal Emergency Reporting System Products

The DXS-LRP Long-Range Pendant and DXS-LRW Long-Range Wristwatch Transmitters are the latest in style and easy wear in the Linear line of Personal Emergency Transmitters. Updated designs, plus many new features, promote full-time use.

Smaller, sleeker, more attractive and lighter weight, the transmitters are 20 percent more powerful than previous pendants, supplying the maximum output allowed by the FCC for improved transmission reliability and range.

The DXS protocol devices are compatible with Linear’s existing and future generations of PERS Consoles and alarm panel systems.

FEA T U R E S

DXS-LRP Long-Range Pendant
- More appealing, lighter weight “jewelry” design
- Breakaway lanyard provides strain relief for safety; subscribers can replace and customize with their own jewelry chain
- DXS-LRP (White) DXS-LRP-BK (Black)

DXS-LRW Long-Range Wristwatch
- More appealing, lighter weight “wristwatch” design
- Adjustable band fits wrist sizes from petite to large; compatible with after-market wrist-watch replacement bands
DXS-LRP and DXS-LRW Long-Range Transmitters

GENERAL FEATURES

- Maximum FCC-approved power output
- Improved transmission reliability and range
- Extra long-life lithium ion battery
- Recessed activation button to prevent accidental transmissions
- Shock and water resistant (up to 30 minutes at a depth of three feet), providing worry-free operation for years of use
- Full RF supervision-capable (optional); alerts provider of potential trouble via status and low-battery reporting
- Two-color visual activation indicator
- Unique transmitter code printed on labels and packaging to allow for field enrolling with compatible panels and consoles

SPECIFICATIONS

DXS-LRP Long-Range Pendant

- Dimensions: 1.25" W x 2.0" H x 0.375" D
- Weight: 0.33 oz (9.45 grams)
- Color: White with black lanyard
- Order number: SST00122 (White)
  SST00126 (Black)

DXS-LRW Long-Range Wristwatch

- Dimensions:
  Transmitter: 1.125" W x 1.7" H x 0.375" D
  Adjustable band: 6.25" - 8.25" length
- Weight: 0.34 oz (9.65 grams)
- Standard 18mm watch band pins
- Color: Black with black wrist strap
- Order number: SST00123

Shared Specifications

- RF frequency: 315 MHz
- Battery life: up to 4.7 years